VidTrans2021 PROGRAM – Monday, March 1, 10:00 AM to 1:30 PM ET USA

Welcome Richard Friedel – FOX, VSF President

Presentations

Tweaking ECP Performance: A libRIST Deep Dive
Sergio Ammirata – SipRadius
Wing-person, Adi Rosenberg

Bit-Rate Evaluation of Compressed HDR using SL-HDR1
Ciro Noronha – Cobalt
Wing-person, Matthew Goldman

(15 MIN BREAK)

Two Years of RIST Around the World: What Have we Learned?
Kieran Kunhya – OBS
Wing-person, Wes Simpson

Live IP Sports Production for the Scottish Premier Football League
Chris Clarke – Cerberus
Wing-person, Andy Rayner

Micro-case-study: How to do a Regular 'COVID' Live Multi-Camera Production for Zero Cost
Andy Rayner – Nevion

(15 MIN BREAK)

Panel Discussion

IP Transition – How we got Here, Where we are Headed

Panelists:


Activity Group Updates

RIST Activity Group Update
Rick Ackermans – CBS

Ground-Cloud-Cloud-Ground (GCCG)
John Mailhot – Imagine Communications

SMPTE ST 2110 over WAN
Andy Rayner – Nevion

Internet Protocol Media Experience (IPMX)
Jack Douglass – PacketStorm

JPEG XS Coding
John Dale – Media Links
VidTran2021 PROGRAM – Tuesday, March 2, 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM EST USA

Welcome Richard Friedel – FOX, VSF President

Presentations

Live, Uncompressed Video in the Cloud  Evan Statton – AWS
Wing-person, Thomas Edwards

A New Hybrid SAT/IP for Seamless Interference Recovery  Adi Rosenberg – Video-Flow
Wing-person, Paul Atwell

(15 MIN BREAK)

Time & Timing  Andy Rayner – Nevion
Wing-person, John Mailhot

Panel Discussion

JT-NM ProAV Technology Roadmap
Karl Paulsen-Diversified, Andy Starks – Macnica, David Chiappini – Matrox & Richard Friedel - Fox

(15 MIN BREAK)

New Paradigm to Assess Video Quality in Broadcast Workflows  Margaret H Pinson – NTIA
Wing-person, Brad Gilmer